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M OPAC

is one of the largest
renderers in the East and
understands the challenges restaurants
face when recycling grease. Not only do
you have to remove the grease, but you
also want to ensure it is being disposed
of properly—in a safe environmentally
sound manner. That’s where we can help.
We’ll ensure you’re doing all you can to
protect the environment and the
community you serve.
Each one of our customer service representatives is dedicated to ensuring you receive the
service and knowledge MOPAC has come to
be known for. We remove your grease in a
timely, secure manner and recycle it into
containment-free feed for animals, industrial
uses, and bio-fuels.

WV

Rendering
Better for the environment.
Better for your bus iness .
Tel: 1-800-967-8325 opt. 2

JBS MOPAC Rendering
741 Souder Road
Souderton, PA 18964
Tel: 1-800-967-8325 opt. 2

USED COOKING OIL RECYCLING
Even better than knowing you’re dealing
with an experienced, secure, and “greenfriendly” renderer, you have our guarantee
that:
 We recycle 100% of what we pick up
 Our employees meet HACCP level
qualifications
 Our operations are overseen by FDA
inspectors
 We are ISO 14001 Certified
 We are licensed by the PA Department
of Agriculture and the PA Department
of Environmental Protection Agency
 We are also fully insured
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Computerized routing and scheduling
for your service needs
Reliable, on-time pick-up
On-site evaluation and consultation to
best determine your needs
State-of-the-art, tailored equipment
and containers to store your grease
until pick up
Service for both outside and inside
grease recycling containers
Emergency response for spills
We provide bulk and barrel system

F RYER O IL E XTRACTION
The Greasebuster Extraction
Machine is a portable, selfcontained hot cooking oil
extraction machine designed for one person to
safely and quickly extract
hot oil from fryolators for
temporary storage.
The GEM is designed to
pump used cooking oil out
of any size fryer in a matter
of seconds. The GEM is designed to be used at frying temperatures. Just turn off the fryer, remove
the baskets and bottom screen, and
30-45 second later the fryer is ready
for boil out. This one piece of equipment saves an enormous amount of
man hours, plus the old oil is easy to
transport for resale or to your facility
for bulk storage.
Improves safety for potential burns,
slips, falls and spillage; increases
cleanliness as outdoor containers
can be unsightly if not maintained; adds portability because it requires no modifications or special plumbing or
piping; increases efficiency
because manpower does not
need to be spent repetitively
waiting for the oil to cool before draining it in inconvenient
ways.

IN DOOR T ANKS
MOPAC also offers a customizable indoor tank, where the
specs can be determined by
our customers. We can evaluate your property for the
best location to install an
indoor tank, keeping in mind
that our customers want their
tank in a discreet location
while also giving access to our
drivers. Each tank is equipped
with an access portal that our drivers can use their hoses to extract
the oil with speed and ease.

